
 

 

* 7 Days 6 Nights Enticing Aichi, Mie, Shizuoka 
and Hakone Tour * 

 
 

 

Day 1  Arrival in Nagoya                  (No Meal) 
Welcome to Aichi 
Arrive in Nagoya airport, welcome and assist by our local representative for your transfer to hotel. 
 

Day 2  Nagoya – Mie              (Breakfast, Lunch) 
Home of Ninja Discovery 

Start your journey to Mie, home of the ninja and Japan’s most sacred shrine. 
Visit to Toba Aquarium where you will see a wide range of marine species, from 
seals and dolphins to more unusual specimens such as the “fishing cat” and the 
dugong, which is similar to a manatee. You will also see the Japanese spiny 
lobster and other local sea creatures. Next on the tour agenda is Mikimoto 
Pearl Island, the birthplace of modern pearl 

cultivation where women still dive for pearls, is worth the visit to see a 
demonstration by the pearl divers that they are called “Ama”, meaning Sea 
Women. Visit to Ise Jingu, the pilgrimage to this holy site will provide you with a 
unique opportunity to connect with the spirit of Japan and its people. After 
exploring the winding paths through the woods on the grounds of Ise Jingu 
Shrine, spend some time wandering Oharaimachi, the shrine's traditional approach. The old-fashioned 
street is about a kilometer long and home to dozens of interesting shops and restaurants. 
 

Day 3  Mie – Toba – Irako – Gamagori – Toyokawa – Shizuoka          (Breakfast) 
Samurai Aichi Explorer 
After breakfast, proceed to Toba Port and take a ferry to Irako Port, enjoy a comfortable 55-minute ferry 
ride and if you are lucky, you can see dolphins while cruising across the Ise Bay. Arrive in Irako and travel to 
Gamagori. You will visit Laguna Ten Bosch, an amusement park as a one-stop destination to have a fun-
filled adventure in Gamagori. It is also a theme park where you can enjoy 
different thrilling rides and see Japanese manga series One Piece attractions. 
Next you will visit Japan’s top three Inari shrines – Toyokawa Inari a Buddhist 
temple with literally thousands of stone foxes dressed in bright red bibs perched 
throughout this massive multi-faith shrine. At the street directly before the 
shrine’s entrance, try the Inari zushi – sweet pouches of fried tofu filled with 
sushi rice which is believed to be a favorite of Toyokawa Inari's stone foxes.  
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* 7 Days 6 Nights Enticing Aichi, Mie, Shizuoka 
and Hakone Tour * 

 

Day 4  Shizuoka – Gotemba – Hakone          (Breakfast, Dinner) 
Crazy Shopping Spree 

This morning travel to Shimizu Port. As with any port in Japan, sushi is a major 
draw. The largest amount of tuna caught by Japanese fishermen comes through 
Shimizu. Don’t forget to try the local variety Sukura Shrimp here. You can do 
shopping at S-Pulse Dream Plaza, ride a Ferris wheel to get a panoramic view of 
Mt Fuji or check out the Shimizu Sushi Museum if you want to know how sushi 
got its start. Continue journey to Gotemba for shopping stopover at Gotemba 

Premium Outlets, Japan’s most popular outlet mall houses over 200 stores located at the base of Mount 
Fuji. Stay 2 nights in Hakone and enjoy finest natural hot springs of the highest quality and its stunning 
views of Mount Fuji. 
 

Day 5  Hakone          (Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner) 
Mountain Rail & Hot Spring Experience 

Take the scenic route and enjoy spectacular views on the Hakone Tozan 
Railway, the oldest mountain railway in Japan, a unique ride on a historical rail 
line pass through a narrow valley with thick forests 
over bridges and tunnels. Thereafter, experience a 
bath in fun and exciting hot springs – Hakone 
Kowakien Yunessun, a world-famous hot spring 

theme park where you can bathe in coffee, red wine, green tea or Japanese sake 
with natural spring waters. Visit Owakidani, a volcanic valley with active hot 
springs and sulphur vents. The scenery is surreal with volcanic gas and steam billowing up from all around. 
The black eggs sold in the valley, eating one is said to prolong your life by seven years. 
 

Day 6  Hakone – Tokyo                (Breakfast) 
Free & Easy 
Today you will travel from Hakone to Tokyo and have a free and easy day in 
Tokyo.   

 
 
 
Day 7  Departure from Tokyo               (Breakfast) 
Good Bye Tokyo 
Free till departure transfer to Tokyo airport for homebound flight. 
 

.                    Tour Code: PTour27&26NTA 


